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Abstract 10 
Robust assessments of printability limits in complex geometries represents a key point for enabling the adoption 11 
and the spreading in industry of innovative Additive Manufacturing (AM) technologies.  12 
The paper presents a novel solution to assess a printability map in metal AM able to capture the probability of 13 
producing a defect-free complex geometries embedding all the printing constraints and the geometrical 14 
specifications. The approach involves logistic regression as tool to assess the likelihood of obtaining defect-free 15 
complex geometries, depending on the process and the material at hands.  16 
Besides proposing a new methodology which can be adopted for any printed geometry, the paper investigates the 17 
printing capability of a new emerging AM technologies based on extrusion of metal feedstock, such as the Bound 18 
Metal Deposition from Desktop Metal, for defect-free fabrication of an emerging lattice-based shape, known as 19 
Schoen gyroid.  20 
The proposed method is based on combining quality data labeled by experts with failure mode analysis of the 3D 21 
printing process within a logistic regression model. The approach provides a final probabilistic map, in the design 22 
parameters space of the gyroids, where the likelihood of defectiveness is available at each location of the design 23 
space. The proposed methodology and the presented results support the development of robust defect- and waste-24 
free part design approaches for AM. 25 

 26 
Introduction and State of the Art 27 

The design freedom allowed by Additive Manufacturing (AM) increased the interests in complex shapes 28 

components with enhanced properties [1]. Among these, nature-derived cellular materials inspire engineers 29 

thanks to their lightweight structure [2], their energy absorption capabilities [3], and their exceptional stiffness-30 

to-weight ratio [4]. AM methodologies are enabling the production of these complex and geometrically 31 

controlled lattice structures, that are not easy to be manufactured via conventional methods. As mathematically 32 

defined geometries, lattice structures based on Triply Periodic Minimal Surface (TPMS) are receiving growing 33 

attention[5]. TPMS can be defined by an implicit function such as f(x,y,z) = C , where C dictates the offset of 34 

the surface. As definition of minimal surfaces, they have a mean curvature equal to zero in each point of the 35 

surface (i.e., the arithmetic mean of the principal curvatures is zero in each point, implying they are all saddle 36 

points), and they are composed by surfaces with no self-intersection which repeats themselves in three 37 

directions. These smooth infinite surfaces split a cubic cell into equal subspaces and are periodic in three 38 

independent directions. The control of these geometrical properties provides enhanced mechanical and physical 39 

behaviors with respect to other lattice types, that perfectly suits innovative engineering applications both in 40 

industrial [6] and biomedical [7,8] fields. Most of these attributes, above all the remarkable static resistance, 41 

come from their smooth surface with continuous curvature where no stress concentrations permeate throughout 42 

the structure, providing in addition good fatigue life [9,10]. Being the TPMS structures isotropic in nature, they 43 

are attractive candidates for usage as an infill structure in AM components [11]. Like strut-based lattices, TPMS 44 

structures found typical use in thermal applications because of the ability to create intricate geometries suited 45 

to the heat profile of the component to be cooled [12] due to their optimized fluid permeability, thermal 46 

conductivity [13,14] and heat exchange coefficients [15]. This complex geometry brings also the resemblance 47 

to wood and bone structures making TPMS good for suiting also tissue [16] and bone engineering [17,18].  48 

Among dozens of TPMS structures, the Schoen-Gyroid is one of the most known one. As one of the most 49 

applicable TPMS, Schoen-Gyroid in sheet-network configuration can be approximated by the following 50 

trigonometric equation (Eq.1): 51 

 52 

f(x,y,z) = sin(x) cos(y) + sin(y) cos(z) + sin(z) cos(x) = C                                       Eq.1 53 

 54 

When C = 0 there is no offset and the two subspaces defined by the surface are equal. A representation of a 55 

single unit cell of this surface (with C= 0) is shown in Fig. 1a, where −π ≤ x,y,z ≤ π. Volume can then be added 56 
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to the gyroid thickness avoiding undesirable unparallel edges, Fig. 1b. This sheet-network type gyroid separates 57 

space into two oppositely congruent labyrinths of passages and without straight lines or planar symmetries.  58 

 59 

 60 

Fig. 1. (a) Zero thickness sheet gyroid, (b) with thickness (Relative Density RD=0.3),  61 

The gyroids can be produced in both polymer, ceramic, and metallic materials. Metal gyroids structures are 62 

extremely performant thanks to the resistance and ductility of the material, and its thermal conductivity. Among 63 

metals, stainless steels, are one of the most interesting class of materials since they present, at relative low 64 

material cost, good corrosion resistance and good mechanical properties at high temperatures. This makes them 65 

ideal for thermal exchange and dissipation components.  66 

Metal gyroids are typically manufactured in industry via Laser Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF) [10], [15],[19] and 67 

Electron Beam Powder Bed Fusion (E-PBF) [8]. In the last years, industrial-ready binder-based AM 68 

technologies such as Extrusion-based processes (also called Feedstock Extrusion or metal Fused Filament 69 

Fabrication or Metal Fused Deposition Modeling) [20] and Binder Jetting [21] have been starting to come into 70 

role. With respect to power-beam AM, binder-based techniques can easily work with materials that suffer 71 

thermal stresses (as brittle ones) or that show poor absorption capacity of the irradiated beam power (as copper 72 

with laser beams). The production paradigm of these binder-based technologies is based on the decoupling 73 

between the shaping phase (printing) and densification phase (sintering). Thanks to that, parts do not require 74 

heat treatments to release thermal stresses or homogenize microstructures since no power beams are adopted 75 

and thermal cycles are conducted in a slower and controlled way. Since this production routine is not involving 76 

material’s properties such as electrical conductivity (leading the E-PBF process) or laser absorption (leading 77 

the L-PBF process), it opens the possibility to produce both standard (such as 316L [22], Titanium alloys 78 

[23,24]) and difficult-to-AM materials (such as Tungsten alloys [25,26] , pure Copper [27,28], Silicone Steel 79 

[29]and Ceramics [30–32]).  80 

In this binder-based AM scenario, metal Feedstock Extrusion is the most affordable technology from both the 81 

economical and the required user experience skills point of views. Despite the literature does not report specific 82 

studies on the manufacturability of gyroids through it, this process can be considered a cost-effective alternative 83 

for successful metal gyroids production. This is true especially when the size of the features required is not 84 

ultra-fine [33,34] and when the printing is not asked to produce extremely low wall thicknesses, being the 85 

extrusion process of an FFF type [35,36].  86 
 87 

Bound Metal Deposition for gyroid 3d printing  88 

The most currently known metal Feedstock Extrusion system on the market is the Studio System from Desktop 89 

Metal Company [37] that implements the Bound Metal Deposition (BMD) process. It is an integrated system 90 

(that also includes the debinding unit and the sintering furnace), and its peculiarity is the removable supports 91 

concept. This feature consists in the use of a ceramic interface material that helps releasing the part from the 92 

supports after sintering, without the use of any cutting operation as it is indeed required when the supports are 93 

made of build material (as in L-PBF and E-PBF parts) [38]. The BMD process is composed of three main 94 

phases: I) Printing, II) Debinding, III) Sintering. Except for how the green part is formed, BMD follows 95 

essentially the same steps as MIM but entailing the typical, greater, AM design freedom, albeit with a rougher 96 

surface finish and slightly increased porosity. The printing phase is essentially a Fused Deposition Modelling 97 

(FFF) like that of polymers [39], but a composite mixture of multi-component thermoplastic polymeric binder 98 

and build atomised material powder, i.e., feedstock, is used, Fig.2. The feedstock material is proprietary in 99 

BMD and is contained in cartridges in form of small rods that are extruded through a heated nozzle. The green 100 

parts are typically printed about 18% larger than the final parts to compensate for metal shrinkage 101 

(densification) occurring in the furnace sintering. After printing, the parts show a relatively soft nature 102 

becoming more brittle after the debinding step. The primary binder removal takes place in a warm chemical 103 

debinding bath using a liquid solvent, after which the brown part is removed, Fig. 2. The secondary binder 104 
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components are removed during the pre-heating stage of furnace cycle i.e., thermal debinding after which the 105 

parts are sintered to allow for densification, where a final density of up to 95-98 % can be achieved [40], Fig. 106 

2. Overall, this thermal process is carried out in a Hydrogen – Argon mix (H2+3%Ar) gas mix and takes about 107 

40 hours, depending on the size and material of the components.  108 

 109 

 110 

Fig. 2. Bound Metal Deposition process for 17-4 PH gyroid printing: green, brown and sintered parts along with 111 
feedstock material microstructure in the three different states in the three different states  112 

Regardless of the 3D manufacturing methodology adopted, process constraints must be considered in the 113 

design workflow of lattice structures, considering the specific building materials involved and the nature of the 114 

different AM technologies adopted [41]. Therefore, the evaluation of the printing capability of these complex 115 

geometries for a specific geometry/process/material combination is a key enabling aspect. 116 

With respect to complex geometry printing, BMD can show some limitations which can prevent the successful 117 

printing of the parts. The maximum achievable size not only depends on the building chamber size, but it is 118 

usually constrained by the maximum part size that can be effectively sintered without structure cracking or 119 

warping due to the shrinkage densification and gravity effects [34]. In terms of minimum printing size, it is not 120 

only the nozzle diameters that create a lower limit but in case of complex shapes as the gyroids, very intricate 121 

toolpaths can result in unsuccessful printings. For the same reasons, despite nominal achievable material 122 

density can reach high levels on standard geometries, complex toolpath can play big role by introducing 123 

material density lacking [25], therefore limiting the final material resistance.  124 

For these reasons, providing the information regarding BMD process constraints in a synthetic and clear form 125 

is crucial for allowing design engineers to integrate BMD in their workflow. Ideally, the availability for each 126 

geometry/process/material combination of formalized knowledge, like printability maps identifying the 127 

geometrical parameters that can be achieved considering the specific process constraints, can trigger the 128 

capacity for design engineers to tune the specific application and fasten the design process and development. 129 

For instance, regarding gyroids, a deterministic map of manufacturable design spaces in terms of unit Cell Size 130 

and Relative Density is presented in [42] for SLS printing of polymer lattice structure is proposed. It pivots on 131 

the nominal minimum achievable thickness by the AM process. Experiments however showed that process 132 

deviations occurred to relatively big extent in terms of obtained Cell Size (2%), Relative Density (10%), and 133 

wall thickness (3%). This is an important aspect since small geometrical variations in the nominal 134 

characteristics can in fact lead to significant variations in terms of structural properties of the lattice structure 135 
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[43]. The achievable quality of commonly adopted AM processes in metal gyroid is quite high but characterized 136 

by some typical defects which strictly derive by the specific process technology adopted. Focusing on the 137 

defects related to the geometrical defects, powder sticking (or dross) is present in the overhang regions of the 138 

gyroids produced by L-PBF, due to the common adoption of support-free bed printing [6]. This problem is 139 

typically affecting the overall surface quality and can reflect into a direct specific impact on functional heat 140 

dissipation properties and it can also exacerbates the accuracy errors on wall thickness and Relative Density 141 

[44,45]. Similar defects, but with different root cause, can be generated in metal feedstock extrusion of TPMS 142 

gyroids, where the cause is not an excess of energy input into the powder bed, but the lack of a support structure 143 

where the feedstock can be deposited. In L-PBF these deviations from the designed Relative Density have been 144 

reported to be around 10-15% in absolute value [10],[46], while no data has been reported for metal-FFF. A 145 

consequence that can be extended to both the technologies is that the presence of these geometrical errors can 146 

affect the structure mechanical behaviour reducing also its predictability trough numerical modelling 147 

[6],[9],[47].  148 

Other type of defects reported in [48,49] as geometrical deviation, presence of cracks, porosity and others, are 149 

originated from the laser beam and the process parameters and conditions which are different from what rules 150 

the metal FFF. Also the defect generated in polymers FFF have a different root cause, indeed mechanical 151 

behaviours seem mostly governed by the overall geometrical parameters design and by the boundary 152 

conditions, rather than manufacturing errors [36],[50]. However, when moving to metal-FFF, also the 153 

debinding and sintering phases effects can introduce uncertainties in the process. 154 

All the above-mentioned studies confirm that studying the manufacturing process of gyroids is a worthwhile 155 

and key enabling step. However, tracing how the process outcome affects the final gyroid mechanical 156 

performance is not trivial since manufacturing errors, as well as the final mechanical performances, are 157 

geometry and machine dependent [45],[51]. Advanced data-driven techniques, such as machine learning, can 158 

help in this case, supporting the development of prediction models of metal gyroid final performances (e.g., 159 

deformation energy) starting from 3D printing process parameters [52]. Among these techniques, logistic 160 

regression is an effective statistical tool that can be helpful for characterization of manufacturing systems and 161 

processes [53]. Despite, to the authors’ knowledge, logistic regression has never been applied to 3D printing 162 

methods, thanks to its characteristics and properties it can suit also the AM case [51].  163 

The literature analysis confirms that, together with the raising interests in metal TPMS geometries, there is a 164 

conjunct need of robust process capability characterization of newly market available AM techniques such as 165 

the BMD.  166 

The objective of this work is therefore developing a new methodology for obtaining the printability limits of 167 

gyroids when produced via BMD, implemented by the Desktop Metal Studio System+ [37]. 168 

The method must be capable to produce informative mapping (i.e., a printability map) of the process capability 169 

in the design range of gyroid parameters. It must be capable to deal with the wide range of defects that could 170 

affect the produced BMD gyroids and it must be robust with respect to process uncertainties in a way that the 171 

produced outcome is readily integrable into design-for-AM approaches.  172 

The manuscript starts with the presentation of the gyroid geometry and the experimental approach. BMD 173 

process constraints in gyroid manufacturing are then introduced and put into relations with the spectrum of 174 

possible manufacturing defects. After this, the work presents and analyses the experimental printing results. 175 

Then, the proposed logistic regression model, as a data-driven tool for printability map definition, is presented 176 

and discussed. 177 

 178 

Gyroid printing setup and BMD constraint 179 

The parameters that determine the gyroid geometrical characteristics are three, as following: 180 

- The Relative Density (RD) is defined as the ratio between the volume of the gyroid and the volume 181 

of the cubic unit cell containing the gyroid, �̅� = 𝑉𝑇𝑃𝑀𝑆 /𝑉𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙.  182 

- The unit Cell Size (𝐿) is defined as the edge length of the cubic unit cell containing the gyroid.  183 

- The wall thickness defined as the distance between two adjacent points lying on the profile of the 184 

gyroid walls obtained by sectioning with a plane along one of the principal directions.  185 

Once two of the three parameters are imposed, the third one can be computed. Typically, the two independent 186 

parameters used by designers are the Relative Density and the unit Cell Size, while the thickness is derived 187 

consequently.  188 

The most dominant limitation of the BMD with respect to gyroids regards the minimum printable wall 189 

thickness. To the authors’ knowledge, no relation between the gyroid wall thickness and the Relative Density 190 

and unit Cell Size in sheet-network gyroids has been proposed in the literature. Therefore, it is derived through 191 

a numerical procedure. Since for certain levels of Relative Density, bigger than 50%, the wall thickness in 192 

sheet-gyroids becomes uneven along the surfaces [9], the investigations were limited to this parameter range, 193 

but can further extended in case of larger RD by simply considering the minimum values of the gyroid wall 194 
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thickness. The gyroids are generated using MSlattice [54] with a mesh density per unit cell equal to 100. Once 195 

STL files of gyroids are obtained, Blender (v 2.92) is used for identifying and measuring the twall on the 196 

designed gyroids, given different combinations of L and RD (grid of 100 equally spaced points in the range of 197 

5 < L < 50 mm and 5% < RD < 50%). A linear interpolation model is then found, Eq.2. 198 

 199 

𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙  =  0.371 ∙ 𝐿0.997  ∙ 𝑅𝐷1.051                   Eq. 2 200 

 201 

In the tested parameters range, fitting produces highly reliable results (R2
adj=99.97%). Despite the exponents 202 

of L and RD are close to unit values, their positive effect on the fitting quality emerges for big values of L and 203 

RD and therefore they are maintained in the model. The wall thickness of the gyroids increases in a linear 204 

fashion with both L and RD thus producing an overall hyperbolic behaviour identifying iso-thickness curves, 205 

as shown in Fig.3. 206 

Two iso-thickness curves constrain the processing window (i.e., the area were successful sintered gyroids can 207 

be obtained), given by the minimum feature suggested by the machine producer through the slicer SW (t=0.6 208 

mm) and the maximum wall thickness to have appropriate debinding after printing (t=10 mm). The minimum 209 

achievable thickness of the sintered gyroid walls is linked to the process resolution, i.e., the size of the minimum 210 

achievable feature. This not only determined by the printer nozzle diameter, i.e., 0.25 mm, but also by the 211 

toolpath strategy given by the slicer SW and by the amount of shrinkage occurring in sintering. In the case of 212 

BMD, a generic threshold at 0.6 mm is suggested by the machine producer on the final part thickness, Fig.3. It 213 

must be pointed out that this value is indicative for any kind of printed geometries and therefore it might be 214 

not accurate when complex geometries like gyroids are printed. The system manufacturer implemented this 215 

limit as a rule in the slicing software which constraints a printed feature at green state to be formed at least by 216 

two adjacent feedstock strands (the features that would require less than 2 strands are printed with 2 strands, 217 

anyhow). Therefore, rather than a suggested minimum thickness limit, this becomes an imposed SW constraint 218 

that acts during the green state printing process. Eventually, this limit turns into a sintered wall thickness limit 219 

basing on the sintering shrinkage and on the relative oversize compensation that the SW adopts. 220 

 221 

 222 

Fig. 3. Minimum wall thickness curves (twall in Eq.2) of the sheet gyroids and nominal printability limits of gyroid BMD 223 
printing 224 

The second unfeasibility region constraining the maximum wall thickness is due to the maximum debindable 225 

wall thickness, as depicted in Fig.3. Debinding is critical since an inadequate debinding phase can lead to 226 

defects during sintering, such as cracking, blistering and the appearance of internal voids. A prescribed limit 227 

of 10 mm exists in BMD on wall thickness for fully dense walls and can be overcame only if a partial material 228 

infill is adopted, as suggested by the system manufacturer. In this case, the software does not impede to launch 229 

(Wall thickness twall [mm]

twall
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debinding of bulky parts, but the imposed debinding cycle time exceeds reasonable values. A part from that, 230 

the open structure and the smooth surface of the gyroid geometry assist the solvent flow giving optimized 231 

debinding results [55].  232 

Given the complex geometry of the gyroids, their printability strongly depends on the selected printing setup. 233 

On one side, given the total symmetry of the considered single-cell Schoen-Gyroid, and supposing a good 234 

printer accuracy on the printing plane, the selection of the printing orientation is not critical. In fact, all the 235 

combinations of one gyroid face lying down, give the same toolpath in X, Y and Z, directions. As in the FFF 236 

process, BMD requires supports in the overhang regions. Gyroids show several regions where the subtended 237 

angle (between the local normal and the printing direction) exceeds the maximum values of 55° which is the 238 

nominal limit of the slicer for support-free printing. The use of external supports (from the raft to the part) as 239 

well as of internal supports (between the gyroids walls), is suggested by the slicer, Fig.4. In general, the 240 

presence of supports represents a significant problem for finishing, as they can be hardly removed especially, 241 

when multicellular structures are considered, despite the presence of ceramic interface layer. Furthermore, the 242 

presence of supports could also create local stress intensification in sintering due to the presence of ceramic 243 

interlayer. In order to manufacture an unsupported and free-standing (without walls bounding the cell) single 244 

cell gyroid, a feasible printing configuration must be identified to avoid printing problems related to 245 

unsupported overhanging parts, Fig.4. One solution consists of printing a larger cell in one direction. An 246 

example is given in Fig. 5, where the structure with a ¼ extra cell in both sides in x direction does not show 247 

critical overhanging regions that would require support structure. With this modification, open, free-standing 248 

gyroid structures can be printed using extrusion-based processes, but still defects may rise.  249 

 250 

 251 

 252 

Fig. 4. Single cell gyroid printing setup with different support strategy 253 

 254 

Fig. 5. Single cell (1L x 1L x 1L) gyroid configuration versus the extended (1.5L x 1L x 1L) single cell configuration that 255 
is selected for BMD printing 256 

Modelling quality in gyroids 257 

Atlas of possible defects 258 

Different types of defects are observed to originate in all the three distinct phases of the BMD process, Fig.6. 259 

They can be categorized as reported in Table 1, putting in evidence the way the typical defects of the feedstock 260 

extrusion processes are exacerbated by the characteristics of the printed TPMS gyroid geometry. 261 

 262 

- Green-state defects  263 

The printing-related defects found at green-state can be grouped mainly into three categories: nozzle clogging, 264 

deposition strategy and part design. Some of them are shared with standard polymer FFF process 265 

implementations, some are not. Material agglomerates deposited on the part surface are related to a partial or 266 

temporary clogging of the nozzle, as well as the “stringing”, a common defect and well known in the FFF 267 

process, which consists of strings of extruded material, smaller than the extruded beads, deposited on the 268 

printed layer or on another surface of the component. This usually happens when the material keeps flowing 269 

External / Internal Supports External Support Support-free
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out from the nozzle while the extruder is moving out from the deposited object. The stringing of the build 270 

media represents a minor failure, since it can be processed and removed while part is still in “green” state. 271 

Instead, the stringing of the interface media can cause intra-layers inclusions which can develop in cracks or 272 

local porosities after sintering.  273 

A defect related to the deposition strategy is the formation of “air gaps” between adjacent depositions, which 274 

is observed in the manufacturing of the gyroids, especially when the part sections are thicker. These gaps are 275 

relevant and cannot be compensated by the densification in sintering, therefore they survive leaving a defect 276 

inside the material and reducing the overall density. Other defects reported, that can be addressed to the design 277 

choices, are the presence of geometrical distortion in the overhang regions, and the partial collapse. The latter 278 

occurs when the printed feature presents a small footprint connected to the build plate, making the part not able 279 

to sustain the forces applied from the printhead in the layer deposition process. The consequence of this type 280 

of defect can be the partial or total collapse of the structure in the sintering process. 281 

 282 

- Brown state defects  283 

The geometry of gyroid fosters the solvent and thermal debindability of the components since the open channels 284 

allow the fluids and/or the gas to flow out easily from the internal walls [55]. The fact that all the gyroids, the 285 

finest and taller ones included, survived the solvent debinding step means that the structural resistance of the 286 

brown material and the self-supportness of the gyroid geometry compose a good matching for the BMD 287 

process. The most prominent defect observed after debinding at brown-state is the structure 288 

deformation/warpage. The printing residual stresses are released in this phase since debinding decreases (by 289 

washing out a component of the binder), the binder structural resistance. Massive TPMS parts with big Relative 290 

Density, with thick walls were observed to be mostly subjected to warping phenomena. 291 

 292 

- Sintered state defects  293 

The last phase of BMD process can propagate defects originated in the previous phases or generating new ones. 294 

Cracks and delamination can develop due to the sintering stresses (shrinkage occurring during sintering might 295 

be not uniform). The above-mentioned air gaps in sintering are a consequence of the air gaps generated in the 296 

printing phase. Crack-free parts are obtained for all the gyroid printed without internal and external support. 297 

However, alternative testing conducted on single-cell supported externally (Fig. 4) produced gyroids affected 298 

by severe cracking in the region close to the supports. 299 

 300 

Table 1. Defects observed in the BMD of TPMS Gyroids 301 

 302 

Occurrence  

 

Defect Type Causes 

 Stringing / Agglomerate 
Partially clogged nozzle; deposition and 

retraction strategies 

Printing 

/ Green-state 

 

of Build Media 

Stringing/Inclusions of Interface Media  

Printed-Air Gaps (Air-voids) Deposition strategy / nozzle size 

Overhangs defects Deposition strategy / thin wall design  

Partial Collapse 

Geometrical Inaccuracies Part design / nozzle size  

Debinding 

/ Brown-state 

Warpage Part design / printing residual stresses  

Sintering 

/ Sintered state 

Cracking / Delamination / Collapse 
Sintering thermal stress – Shrinkage / gravity 

Warpage /Geometrical Deviations 

Porosity  Printed-air gaps 

Inaccurate Final Dimensions Shrinkage/incorrect oversizing 

 303 

 304 
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 305 

 306 

Fig. 6 Observed defects on gyroids: (a) Build media stringing at green state and (b) detail on sintered state; c) Layer 307 
discontinuity (sintered) d) Interface media stringing (green); e) Onset of partial collapses and defects in overhang region; 308 
f) Overhang defects (green); g/h/i) Structure collapse (sintered); j) Structure with detached zone (sintered); k/l) Air gaps 309 

(sintered)  310 

Definition of quality acceptance criterium 311 

For assessing the printability of gyroids a quality indicator is needed. This quality assessment procedure is here 312 

based on both qualitative and quantitative criteria. The qualitative criterion consists of a visual evaluation based 313 

on the atlas of defects and conducted after the sintering of the produced gyroids. A panel of three experts 314 

independently evaluates the printed gyroids, considering either the presence of consistent damages or of less 315 

severe defects. The multiple qualitative evaluations given by the experts are combined with the quantitative 316 

criterion that, is the deviation from the nominal Relative Density, being this latter a relevant design parameter 317 

for such geometries.  318 

For the purpose of the study, a threshold of 5% of absolute RD error (i.e., “errRD” deviation of actual RD 319 

from the nominal designed one) is fixed (Table 2), basing on typical errors in metal gyroid production 320 

([10],[46]). 321 

For the tested BMD gyroids, little variations around the selected threshold does not introduce big variation in 322 

the printability map and therefore a detailed sensitivity is not herewith discussed. 323 

The RDreal is estimated, Eq.3, starting from the measured sample weight (𝑚), measured material density (𝜌) 324 

and the measured bounding box (𝐿𝑥 ∙  𝐿𝑦 ∙  𝐿𝑧): 325 

 326 

𝑅𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙,𝑖 =  (
𝑚∙𝜌

𝐿𝑥∙ 𝐿𝑦∙ 𝐿𝑧
)

𝑖

                   Eq.3 327 

 328 
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Finally, the judgements from both criteria are combined, when both criteria give the value 0 the part is classified 329 

as acceptable part, else as failed. Being a binary logistic regression model, only two levels are defined. 330 

Enhanced logistic regression fitting with ordinary logistic regression models can be adopted when the 331 

classification of the printings requires more differentiated levels [56]. The acceptance criteria defined for the 332 

adopted binary logistic regression analysis are summarized in Table 2.  333 

 334 

Table 2. Parts quality acceptance criterium used in the analysis  335 

 336 

Quality   Visual 

assessment 

 Error on Relative Density 

(errRD) 

Level 0 acceptable parts, with no (or negligible) external 

surface defects 

AND -5 % < errRd < +5% 

Level 1 collapse (partial / complete), warping, surface 

defects 

OR errRD ≥ +5 % or errRD ≤ -5 % 

 337 

Experimental testing  338 

Materials  339 

The selected material for conducting the experimental testing is 17-4 PH, a martensitic precipitation hardening 340 

stainless steel with outstanding combination of high strength, corrosion resistance and good mechanical 341 

properties as toughness and yield stress. The declared achievable sintered density from the machine producer 342 

is 7.6 kg/dm3 [34]. The proprietary slicer Fabricate is used for processing the generated STL files of the 343 

gyroids.  344 

 345 

Design of experiments 346 

Since the scope of the work is proposing a method to evaluate the printability of gyroids in their geometrical 347 

design space, several tests are conducted by varying L and RD. For the selection of L and RD values, particular 348 

importance is given to investigate the low gyroid’s wall thickness range, being this limit more critical than the 349 

upper limits caused by the debinding cycle [37]. Regardless of the tested ranges of this study for L and RD, 350 

they were chosen between 10 and 30 mm and between 4% and 36.8 %, respectively. The reasoning behind the 351 

choice of this design area is because, as per the above analysed literature, most of the gyroids’ applications fall 352 

in these ranges. Experimental replicas are carried out to test BMD repeatability. Large presence of process 353 

uncertainties is expected in the critical region around nominal minimum thickness limit of the machine. (i.e., 354 

around 0.6 mm of wall thickness). Therefore, rather than running an equally spaced factorial plan, logarithmic 355 

spanning of the tested points (see Appendix A, Table A1) is designed to densify the investigation on gyroids 356 

with small thickness, as can be seen in Fig.3. For the same experimental effort, this point distributions improves 357 

the quality characterization capacity in this critical zone. 358 

In total 16 different gyroids geometrical conditions are tested, three replicas for each condition, for a total of 359 

48 printed specimens. Four different gyroids are deposited in each printing cycle, all with different L and RD. 360 

The debinding and sintering phase are carried out 16 parts at a time, i.e., one replica at a time.  361 

 362 

BMD process parameters  363 

Since a baseline printability analysis is here evaluated in terms of gyroids geometrical parameters, the nominal 364 

BMD process parameters and standard printing setup suggested by machine producer are adopted.   365 

The finest extrusion nozzle with diameter 0.25 mm is used along with the proprietary UltraFine+ printing 366 

strategy. Extrusion temperatures are set to 165°C and 65°C for the nozzle and the bed, respectively. Line width 367 

and Layer Height are set to 0.3 and 0.1 mm, respectively. Except for the presence of supports, the printing 368 

setup and parameters are selected following the manufacturer SW guidelines. The adopted base i.e., the raft 369 

(Fig.4) is composed of 18 layers separated by 3 layers of a conformal ceramic interface. A fully-dense line 370 

infill strategy along with conformal shell strategy of 0.9 mm is used for depositing the gyroids surface, Fig.7.  371 

Gyroids are printed unsupported by avoiding the presence of any internal and external supports structures, as 372 

indeed suggested by the slicer. This study is carried out with nominal BMD process parameters (printing, 373 

debinding and sintering), as suggested by the proprietary Fabricate software. This gives a clear and direct 374 

picture of the BMD capability with this complex printing geometry when standard (and therefore disclosed) 375 

configuration is adopted. Figure 7 shows the long and quasi-continuous extrusion path in the horizontal plane 376 

during the modified gyroid printing. The periodicity of the gyroid along the vertical direction generates similar 377 

paths at different layers. 378 

 379 
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 380 

Fig. 7. Extrusion Toolpath of modified gyroid unit cell (L=30 mm, RD=0.061) 381 

Inspection and measurement of the gyroids 382 

The experiments are analysed in terms of both quantitative outputs i.e., the actual size and Relative Density of 383 

the gyroids, as well as their sintered material density and a qualitative assessment of their quality at sintered 384 

state. Optical Profilometer (Mitutoyo Quick Vision - 202) and manual calliper are used for size measurements 385 

(i.e., L). Mean density on the sintered gyroid material is measured via Archimedes’ method through an 386 

electronic balance equipped with a Sartorius YDK 01 kit. The density (ρ) is derived as ρ=Wa*(ρfl- ρa)/(Wa-387 

Wfl)+ρa, where Wa is the air weight of the specimen, Wfl is the water weight of the specimen, ρfl is the density 388 

of deionised water at the measuring temperature of 20.3° (0.99814 g/cm3) and ρa is the density of the air 389 

(0.0012 g/cm3).  390 

The Relative Density (RDreal) measure on the sintered gyroids is obtained by dividing the measured gyroids 391 

volume (i.e., specimen air weight divided by the actual material density) by the containing cube volume (i.e., 392 

obtained from the measured Cell Size). Scanning Electron Microscope (Zeiss EVO 50 XVP) is used for surface 393 

evaluation and microstructure analysis. 394 

 395 

Printability evaluation through logistic regression  396 

The new approach, here proposed for deriving a printability map of TPMS gyroids, is based on the execution 397 

of experimental printing tests of gyroids and on the application of logistic regression for modelling the printing 398 

quality outcome. Logistic regression is a common statistical technique which makes part of the category of the 399 

generalized linear models [57]. The logistic regression allows to derive the probability of an event (e.g., the 400 

printing failure) as a function of multiple predictors (e.g., the design variable of the gyroids, as the Relative 401 

Density and the Cell Size). This enables to evaluate the statistical boundaries separating the areas of the 402 

printability map (in the design space of gyroids) with successful and failed printings, associating in each of 403 

these conditions a probability. The probability ranges from one to zero. It has unit value when all the printing 404 

replica of a certain gyroid parameters condition result in good parts that match with the requirements. Its value 405 

becomes zero when a certain parameters condition is for sure producing failed specimens. It assumes values 406 

between one and zero, when only some replicas of the printed specimens match the requirements. This method 407 

therefore helps to characterize manufacturing systems that produce a process response that is not fully 408 

deterministic, as typically happens when working nearby the system limits. This effective statistical method 409 

can therefore produce the evaluation of robust printability limits, i.e., the gyroid parameters that can be surely 410 

printed successfully, without defects, and at the same time informing about the uncertain zone (the transitional 411 

zones of the success/failure probability) where the printed gyroids cannot fully match the quality requirements. 412 

this way, the product designer (integrating the gyroid geometry into a functional component) can integrate in 413 

the part design the actual constraints of the manufacturing process, being conscious about how close to the 414 

actual printing system limits the solution is. For instance, given two or more different combinations of Relative 415 

Density and Cell Size, that match the design requirement and the final gyroid functionality, the logistic 416 

regression printability map could help designers to choose the geometrical design parameters that are safer to 417 

3D print or compare the different solutions in terms of the produced scrap costs. 418 
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The definition of the printability map through logistic regression relies on the evaluation of the quality of the 419 

manufactured samples. One pro of this technique is that can integrate both qualitative and quantitative quality 420 

indicators, therefore expanding the applicability on complex 3D printed components which are not easily 421 

measurable. Through the logistic regression, a quantitative measure of the uncertainty and scatter of the process 422 

quality response can be produced, supporting the identification of the actual process capability limits.  423 

The parts are allocated to the class “acceptable” or “failed” basing on the qualitative and quantitative criteria 424 

above mentioned. The parts are judged “acceptable” only when both criteria are passed whilst in all the other 425 

cases they are judged as “failed”. Considering only two levels (0 for good parts and 1 for failed parts), the 426 

response y can be modelled through the ‘logit’ link function [57] as a (Bernoulli) random variable which 427 

assumes the value 0 with probability π0 for good samples, while it assumes unit value with probability π1 = 1 428 

– π0 when a failed sample is observed, [53].  429 

In the case of multiple number (k >1) of predictors (X=x(k)) , multiple logistic regression must be considered 430 

[57]. This regression model assumes that the natural log of the odds ratio (π0/π1) and the predictors X have a 431 

linear relationship, as Eq.4.  432 

 433 

�̂� = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡[π0(𝑿)] = 𝑙𝑛 (
π0(𝑿)

1−π0(𝑿)
) =   𝐗�̂�                Eq.4 434 

 435 

Where X is the matrix of the predictors (based on the factors L, RD and their interaction L ∙ RD) and the vector 436 

of the coefficients �̂� = (𝛽0, 𝛽1, . . , 𝛽𝑘) is fitted by the maximum likelihood method , as one of the most efficient 437 

method [56]. The basic idea behind the maximum likelihood method is finding the coefficients values under 438 

which you would be most likely to get the observed results. In this work, the logistic regression model is fitted 439 

using the software Minitab 2020 (19.2020.1), considering the link function logit and the interactions through 440 

order 2.  441 

 442 

Results and Discussion 443 

Printing outcomes overview 444 

With the prescribed process assumptions i.e., the use of default process parameters and of the self-supported 445 

single cell configuration, the experts judged the quality of the obtained samples in general acceptable while 446 

presenting several defects or even process failures in some conditions. Printing time is in line with the SW 447 

estimation, which spans from 2 hours (for the smaller gyroid) to 13 hours for the biggest part. Production time 448 

resulted fully deterministic with no sensible change among the replica at certain specific conditions. In the 449 

tested design space, 26 printings were successful whilst 22 printings out of 48 were not passing the quantitative 450 

and qualitative quality objective functions (i.e., parts obtaining the Quality Level 0, as indicated in Table 2). 451 

In 5 gyroid geometrical conditions (Run #6, #7, #8, #9, #11), the system produced uncertain response: one or 452 

two replica/s out of three failed while the remaining one/s passed (see Table A1 in Appendix A and Circled-453 

Asterisk points in Fig.10). The successful printings are in line with the expectations which means they produced 454 

fully sintered gyroid cells that can be detached from the base by a simple manual operation and that are free 455 

from visible defects such as surface irregularities, warping, cracks, Fig.8. The shrinkage phenomenon occurring 456 

during the sintering phase is visible in Fig. 2, where the sintered part shows a dimensional reduction compared 457 

to green and brown state. 458 

No noticeable quality difference is present among the successful sintered gyroids despite the different surface 459 

appearance and staircase effects, Fig.8. On the other, most of the printing failures, (15 samples) showed a 460 

partial collapse affecting the same small portion of the gyroids, in printing (the detailed description of these 461 

conditions and the occurred defects follows in the next paragraphs). A part of these samples (8 samples), 462 

affected by partial collapse, experienced a total collapse in the furnace treatment. Few ceramic particles 463 

contamination, that cannot be cleaned with blow air, is noticed on the gyroid walls in contact with the ceramic 464 

interlayer and the base Fig.8. No parts died in the solvent debinding cycle and mass reduction due to dissolution 465 

of the primary binder components were even among the samples (4.1% in mass). Out of the 16 different 466 

combinations of L and RD, 6 conditions showed a total printability i.e., successful sintered gyroids for all the 467 

three replicas tested. There are 5 conditions in which uncertain printing results are obtained, which means only 468 

one or two samples out of the three replicas is/are printed and sintered successfully. And in 5 conditions the 469 

parts are classified as failed, being affected by severe defect or a high variability in the response RDreal. 470 

 471 
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 472 

Fig. 8. Scanning Electron Microscope analysis of sintered gyroids. Indicated thickness t values are measured values.  473 

Printing accuracy  474 

Dimensional accuracy of the sintered gyroids, i.e., the amount of deviation of Lreal, RDreal with respect to 475 

designed values, is acceptable for most of the conditions. Average percentage errors on Lreal are about 1% in 476 

all the three directions, with limited variation among the replicas (Fig. A1b in Appendix A). Regarding the 477 

process repeatability on Cell Size L, the average standard deviation of the error for all the tests equals 0.08 478 

mm, reaching a minimum value of 0.02 mm for the three replicas of Run #14 (nominal L=23 mm). The 479 

dimensional error on L increases for the smaller scale cells reaching 4% (i.e., 0.4±0.05 mm for the cells with 480 

L=10 mm, Run#4). The weight measures (air and Archimedes method) conducted on the sintered specimens 481 

revealed an average density of the parts around 7.39±0.067 𝑔/𝑐𝑚3 a slightly lower value (-2.7%) than the 482 

declared one for 17-4PH steel (7.60 𝑔/𝑐𝑚3), (Fig. A1a in Appendix A). However, some variations are observed 483 

for the specimens with smaller wall thickness that reach values smaller than 7.25 𝑔/𝑐𝑚3 (-4.6%). In any case, 484 

it can be noticed that the effect of the geometrical factors of the gyroids played a bigger role than the one played 485 

by the process with its pure variability. In fact, the material density varied within the replicas in a more limited 486 

way with respect to the variability of the material density between the different gyroid conditions. The errors 487 

committed by the system on the material density of the parts, together with the errors on the L determine the 488 

amount of deviation that the specimens showed on the Relative Density. The percentage error on this latter 489 

quantity (i.e., the percentage error between the RDreal and the nominal RD) resulted equal to 1.1±8.8 %. These 490 

errors are distributed quite evenly in the range ±4% but for specimens with smaller thickness they reach up to 491 

40% of positive offset (gyroids have bigger actual RD than expected), Fig.9.  492 

 493 

 494 

L=10 mm - RD=0.223

RD=0.368

t=0.51 mm

t=0.86 mm

t=0.60 mm

t=1.65 mm

L=10 mm - RD=0.368

L=10 mm - RD=0.135L=10 mm - RD=0.082
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 495 

Fig. 9. Percentage Errors on gyroid Relative Density (%error RD= RDreal - RD / RD *100). Collapsed parts are not 496 
analysed, therefore the related points are missing in the graphs. 497 

Feasible printing and failures 498 

The analysis of the printings in the design space of gyroids confirms that successful manufacturing operations 499 

are obtained for all denser conditions at the relative various cell-size L values, Fig.10. Conversely, unsuccessful 500 

printings are produced for the least dense conditions for each relative L values. While most of the failures 501 

belongs to gyroids printed with biggest size i.e., L=30 mm, alternated successful outcomes are produced in the 502 

intermediate range of parameters (L=17 mm and 23 mm). Partial and total part collapse result to be limited in 503 

the top-left region of the design space while for the bottom areas, fracture-free sintered parts are obtained.  504 

 505 

 506 

Fig. 10. BMD output performance during gyroid printing in the tested designed conditions  507 

Pass (all replicas)

Fail   (all replicas)

Pass (some replicas)
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Being the BMD process chain long and being the support-free gyroids characterized by complex geometry and 508 

overhangs, a wide spectrum of defects emerged from the analysis. The occurred defects are mapped in Fig.11 509 

in the design space of gyroids.  510 

 511 

Fig. 11 Mapping of BMD printing defects in the gyroid design space  512 

Extremely thin-walled gyroids with the smallest size did not show any collapse during printing and they are 513 

classified as “failed” because excess of material was deposited. Their nominal thickness is 0.358 mm, but their 514 

walls are printed using two strands of material causing their actual thickness to be around 0.52 mm and causing 515 

an excess of more than 5% with respect to the nominal Relative Density (first acceptance criterium). However, 516 

for them also the visual assessment judgment is not passed (second acceptance criterium) since their appearance 517 

is extremely irregular and characterized by surface irregularities. This suggests the fact that the machine, when 518 

asked to produce gyroids with wall thickness smaller than two beads (i.e., 0.6 mm), imposes the two beads 519 

toolpath but doing that it decreases overall printing quality. 520 

 521 

Identified logistic regression model 522 

The information gathered through qualitative and quantitative inspection, and conveyed into the Fig. 10 and 523 

Fig. 11, represents the input for the logistic regression model which is used to assess the 3D printability of the 524 

BMD metal gyroids. The identification of the binary logistic regression model is performed, and the fitted 525 

model equation is found, Eq.5: 526 

 527 

𝑦 =  −4.81 − 0.047 𝐿 + 14.8 𝑅𝐷 + 1.98 𝐿 ∙ 𝑅𝐷               Eq.5 528 

 529 

The response y indicates whether a sample has been classified as acceptable or failed part, for each combination 530 

of the predictors L and RD, and 𝜋0 is the associated probability of having an acceptable part. The coefficient 531 

table of the logistic regression model is reported in Table 3 (for a 95% of statistical confidence). The interaction 532 

term L∙RD has a p-value of 0.055 and therefore is considered a significant term. Despite their p-value is above 533 

threshold, the individual terms L and RD are kept into the model to respect the hierarchy.  534 

The model obtained is a probability function of the predictors L and RD. For a clear visual representation, the 535 

response map is obtained by projecting the probability surface onto the L-RD plane as shown in Fig.12. The 536 

iso-probability lines discriminate between the printable design space, with a success probability 𝜋0 > 0.9, and 537 

the other regions characterized by a decreasing probability of good manufacturing the parts while moving 538 

towards the unprintable design space. Moreover, the interaction L∙RD finds a graphical interpretation. For the 539 

highest value of Cell Size, L=30 mm, the 20/90% iso-probability lines lie within a range of RD 0.05 wide, 540 

indicating a sharp transition between failed and good parts. For instance, parts of L=30 mm and RD about 0.12 541 

have strong probability of success while parts of Relative Density 0.07 are most likely going to fail. A different 542 

behavior is observed at lower size. At L = 10 mm the width of the 20/90% uncertainty span for RD increases 543 

up to 0.11 describing a wider process uncertainty region for small Cell Size values.  544 

DEFECTS - FREE

EXCEEDING 
RELATIVE DENSITY

TOTAL
COLLAPSE 

Pass (all replicas)

Fail   (all replicas)

Pass (some replicas)
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 545 

Table 3. Coefficient table for binary logistic regression  546 

Term Coef SE Coef 95% CI Z-Value P-Value VIF 

Constant -4.81 2.32 (-9.35; -0.27) -2.08 0.038   

L -0.047 0.110 (-0.263; 0.169) -0.42 0.671 8.56 

RD 14.8 18.1 (-20.6; 50.1) 0.82 0.414 7.37 

L*RD 1.98 1.03 (-0.05; 4.00) 1.92 0.055 6.87 

 547 

 548 

Fig. 12. Fitted logistic regression model plotted in the design space of BMD gyroids. Odds curves (Iso-Probability) in 549 
dotted red. 550 

Printability limits evaluation 551 

Printability map obtained by the application of logistic regression model resembles the map derived from the 552 

minimum printable wall thickness, Fig.13. Odds curves follow the same hyperbolic behaviour of the iso-553 

thickness, but a degree of disagreement is found between the boundary limits of the two graphical tools. The 554 

nominal limits of 0.6 mm in wall thickness (that origins from the slicer software which forms a wall toolpath 555 

with a minimum number of two printing beads) falls in the area where the actual probability of success is rather 556 

low (between the 20% and 50%). So, BMD printing of gyroids with 0.6 mm wall thickness is not fully 557 

guaranteed, meaning that, interestingly the physical limitations of gyroid BMD exceed the constraints given 558 

by the Desktop Metal proprietary software. This is a clear example of the ability of this new methodology 559 

involving logistic regression. Not only support the product designers in finding the reliable BMD gyroid design 560 

region but can help the BMD process engineers in identifying the areas where the process struggles and deviate 561 

from expected performance, that eventually can require optimization. Such a probabilistic printability map can 562 

in fact drive technologists to carry out process optimization, for instance in terms of printing parameters tuning, 563 

by focusing on specific regions (as the identified transition regions between printable and unprintable gyroid 564 

design) saving resources with respect to a blind approach investigating all the geometrical design map.  565 

 566 
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 567 

Fig. 13. Odds curves of successful printing along with iso-thickness of gyroids 568 

Another strong point here is that, once collected the experimental quality data on printed parts, the map can be 569 

easily recomputed by modifying the quality function that divides the acceptable and fail regions. In this way, 570 

one can quantify the impact that quality requirements have on the overall printability of that geometry. At the 571 

same time, the evaluation of the printability of different lattice geometries is also easy since the method can be 572 

fed with any additional experimental data point. 573 

This probabilistic approach could also serve at the production costs estimation / optimization, since the success 574 

and failure rates inform about scrap costs, both in terms of material and/or time resources. This latter point can 575 

also be used to compare different lattice geometries but also different AM technologies.  576 

Finally, the shape of the odds curves can finally support the comprehension of the mechanisms involved in the 577 

defect generation, as discussed in the following paragraph. 578 

Geometrical complexity and mass distribution in gyroids then makes the gyroids printing with BMD more 579 

difficult than BMD of other geometries for which the two-beads wall limitation acts. It is the large aspect ratio 580 

of the walls together with their small wall footprint, that generates this problem when unsupported gyroid are 581 

printed. This problem is exacerbated for gyroids with large Cell Size and low Relative Density whereas smaller 582 

gyroids suffers less the deriving wall collapse defect during printing. Consequently, the two set of lines i.e., 583 

the odds curves on one side and the iso-thickness on the other, diverge for smaller Cell Size L, whereas the 584 

actual printability limit moves toward smaller thicknesses.  585 

The map is valid for 17-4 PH gyroids but, interestingly, these outcomes can be reasonably translated into other 586 

types of BMD materials (especially the other steels such as the AISI 316 or the 4140) given the high degree of 587 

similarities, both in terms of feedstock composition, granulometry and sintering properties. Conversely, the 588 

presented results are valid for gyroids produced in 17-4 PH with the finest nozzle configuration. It must be 589 

noted that the extension of the above findings to the case of coarser depositions (i.e., adopting for extruding 590 

the gyroids the bigger nozzle available, 0.4 mm in diameter) is not viable, because nozzle diameter and printer 591 

resolution turned out to be a key-player in the analysis.  592 

 593 

Defects generation mechanisms 594 

As discussed in the result section, the most common observed defect is the collapse of an external portion of 595 

the gyroid walls in contact with the printing raft (the steel base upon which the part is built), see pictures in 596 

Fig.8g and Fig.8j. This defect is observed to increase with L because bigger L imposes bigger overhang as well 597 

as bigger wall aspect-ratio. The critical point is in fact when the wall starts to overhang but is not yet connected 598 

with the neighbour wall. This happens at a height coordinate of around L/4, given the selected orientation for 599 

the gyroid. Therefore, at this critical height, the compression action of the extrusion head results in a bigger 600 

bending moment when L is bigger, thus exacerbating the risk of wall detachment from the base, Fig.14(a)/(b). 601 

The portion of the wall does not break but simply detaches from the raft probably because its flexural resistance 602 

is bigger than the retaining constraint force given by the wall adhesion on the ceramic interlayer substrate, Fig. 603 
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14(c). This interpretation is consistent with the observation that gyroid with bigger RD, i.e., with thicker walls, 604 

did not show this defect as the adhesion area that can withstand the bending, increases together with the 605 

retaining force.  606 

 607 

 608 

 609 
                                      a)                                          b)            c) 610 

Fig. 14. Gyroid wall collapse: (a) scheme; (b) slicer toolpath; (c) detachment on the real part  611 

On one side, the knowledge about this defect generation mechanism can possibly enable the development of 612 

some design and process optimization that can expand the printability zones but, on the other the complete 613 

understanding of the involved phenomena, would need further investigations. In fact, this defect shows random 614 

onsets, with respect to the design variables L and RD, since different outcomes are produced among the printing 615 

replicas (as depicted in Fig.15, there are situations where some replicas did not show this defect, while other 616 

did). Quite interestingly, this failure condition does not show a completely deterministic behavior as observed 617 

in Fig.15, where only one gyroid out of three replicas is affected by this issue. This observation suggests that 618 

fully deterministic approaches for evaluating the printability of AM structures can be not suitable. Approaches 619 

like the adopted logistic regression are inherently capable, indeed, to deal with this uncertainty. 620 

 621 

 622 

Fig. 15 Sintered gyroids with L=30 mm, RD=0.1 (Replicas 1/2/3) 623 

It must be said that the problem of wall detachment and partial collapse can be mitigated by adopting selective 624 

supports (i.e., external local supports applied only in that portion of the gyroid). However, in BMD no local 625 

(but only global) external supports can be selected by the users. The impact of this type of defect on single-cell 626 

specimen is detrimental but it is for sure less defective on multicellular structures affected by distributed 627 

loading conditions. In BMD printing of gyroids however, the use of removable supports [37] is not 628 

straightforward since their large presence generate interference with the shrinkage occurrence during furnace 629 

treatment, causing cracking, Fig.16  630 

 631 
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 632 

Fig. 16 Pure single-cell sintered gyroid (1L x 1L x 1L, see Fig.5) printed with supports and affected by cracking after 633 
sintering (L=40 mm, RD=0.15) 634 

Conclusions  635 

This work provides a method for robust characterization of manufacturability limits of complex TPMS 636 

geometries produced by metal FFF approach via Bound Metal Deposition.  637 

The printability analysis is focused on small Schoen-Gyroids (sheet-network type) in 17-4 PH steel being this 638 

type most of interest for different TPMS application domains. The case of unsupported single cells gyroids is 639 

studied as the most demanding geometrical case. The method provides an estimation of the areas, in the design 640 

space of gyroids, where BMD printability is guaranteed from areas where it is denied. This method then enables 641 

the integration of the BMD process knowledge into the functional design of any type of complex sheet lattice 642 

structures, in a design-for-BMD fashion. By tailoring the quality objective functions on specific needs, the 643 

proposed modelling approach can drive designers and technologists through good process setup of support-644 

free steel gyroid cells with different geometrical parameters. It gives a ready, usable tool for designing the 645 

gyroids not only basing on the expected functional thermo-mechanical behaviors but also considering their 646 

actual manufacturability through BMD.  647 

The innovation of the method comes from the application of a logistic regression model, which is identified 648 

starting from a large experimental dataset of gyroid printings. It provides the BMD processing window in metal 649 

single-cell unsupported gyroids by quantifying the statistical probability to achieve good printing results with 650 

specific combinations of gyroids’ geometrical parameters, such as Relative Density and Cell Size. Its strength 651 

consists in the capacity to deal with uncertain process performances and in the capacity to integrate acceptance 652 

quality criteria that are both qualitative and quantitative. The proposed methodology is powerful since it easily 653 

adapts to any type of printed geometries, build materials and quality judgment criteria but also to different 654 

manufacturing processes. The identification of this probabilistic model lies on a specific quality assessment of 655 

the sintered parts, that leverages on the classification of the observed defects raising during the steps of the 656 

BMD process-chain. The adopted binary logistic regression model works successfully with the obtained 657 

experimental dataset, providing good fitting conditions and good discriminatory capacity.  658 

 659 

In the end, there are some key findings of this work about the BMD printability of steel gyroids, as follows: 660 

- BMD proved to be suitable for unsupported steel gyroid production in a clear portion of design space 661 

defined by L and RD in the range of 10-30 mm and 4%-36.8%, respectively.  662 

- The unfeasible BMD printing area of gyroids is larger than the nominal one based on the suggested 663 

minimum printable thickness of 0.6 mm. It is therefore not possible to derive the gyroid printability 664 

only by relying on the manufacturer prescriptions on the printable minimum wall thickness. 665 

- All the single-cell gyroids with thickness greater than 1 mm can be successfully printed and sintered. 666 

Gyroid with smaller thickness can be obtained only when they are small in Cell Size (L< 15 mm). 667 

Printability is confirmed for all the tested unit cell gyroids having a Relative Density bigger than 668 

20%. 669 

- The printing success rate curves do not completely match with the iso-thickness lines showing that 670 

process BMD sensitivity is larger when the gyroids size is larger than 20 mm, increasing the risk to 671 

occur into printing and sintering fails.  672 

 673 

Future developments 674 
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This initial study on single-cell gyroid represents the baseline for supporting further assessments on the BMD 675 

printability of complex multicellular TPMS domains, involving also thermo-mechanical functional 676 

characterization.  677 

Starting from the characterised feasibility area of unsupported single-cell gyroids done here, further work can 678 

be dedicated to study how the presence of favourable cell boundaries improves the BMD printability, thus 679 

extending the printability area toward larger Cell Size. For instance, BMD benefits from the use of bounding 680 

box (i.e., flat walls that encloses the gyroid) or the printing of multicellular structures in the X-Y plane (printing 681 

one layer of connected cells side-by-side). At the same time, further studies will be dedicated to evaluating the 682 

BMD printability of stacked unsupported cells, (i.e., printing a structure with different cells piled up vertically), 683 

since the additional effects played by the gravity loads in sintering (due to the self-weight), can play important 684 

roles.  685 

The logistic regression methodology will be extended to include the role of the BMD process parameters 686 

moving toward the optimization of the printing capability of TPMS based structures. Another worthful point 687 

will be analysing different printing materials enabled by BMD production, such as copper, that are receiving 688 

strong recent attention from multiple industrial fields regarding the studied geometry.  689 

Finally, cost-assessment and cost-comparison in steel gyroids BMD production is another future aspect to 690 

investigate given the opportunities of cost reduction provided by BMD technique with respect to industrial 691 

available L-PBF and E-PBF technologies.  692 
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Appendix A: Regression fitting on the nominal minimum gyroid wall thickness  874 

Table A1: Experimental design and logistic regression Class for the three replicas for a total of 48 gyroids 875 
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 883 
Fig. A1. a) Sintered gyroid material density ρ (nominal density = 7.6 g/cm3). b) Percentage Errors on actual 884 

Cell Size L ((%error L= Lreal - L / L *100)), average value among the three dimensions). Collapsed parts are 885 

not analysed, therefore the related points are missing in the graphs. 886 
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